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What issues are covered by the 
checklists? 
Issues covered by the checklists include: 

• Forklift safety • New and young workers 
• Manual tasks • Hazardous substances 
• Slips trips and falls • OSH awareness 
• Working at heights   

Further information can be obtained by contacting WorkSafe on 
9327 8777 or by visiting the website at www.worksafe.wa.gov.au 

Introduction 
In 2010 WorkSafe joined forces with other workplace safety authorities across Australia to conduct an 
inspection campaign in an effort to reduce work-related injuries involving the grocery and fruit and 
vegetable wholesaling industry with an emphasis on forklift safety.  The following newsletter was 
developed to identify safety issues in the industry and to assist you in meeting the requirements of the 
OSH legislation. 

The checklists used by WorkSafe inspectors during this campaign are included in this newsletter.  
Please use the checklists to ensure your workplace meets the occupation safety and health legislation.  

 

Is your licence to operate 
a forklift current? 
The National Standard for Licensing Persons Performing High 
Risk Work (the National Licensing Standard) requires operators 
of forklifts to hold a National Licence.  Previously forklift operators 
in WA were issued with National Certificates of Competency on a 
non-compulsory basis.  

Is your training current? 

If you or a member of your staff have a forklift qualification issued prior 
to 31 December 1998 you will need to obtain a licence a National 
licence to perform high risk work.  Listed below are the dates when 
certificates are required to have been converted to an high risk 
work licence. 

Date of issue of the O.H.S. 
Certification Australia card 
and Western Australian 
'State' Certificate of 
Competency 

Date that certificate must be 
converted (commencement 
date being 1 October 2007) 

Between 1 January 2002 - 31 
December 2004   30 June 2011 

Between 1 January 2005 - 30 
September 2007  30 June 2012 

Working safely with forklifts guidance note 

The Commission for Occupational Safety and Health has updated 
its Guidance note: Working safely with forklifts to be consistent with 
the new laws covering high risk work.  This guidance note is 
available from WorkSafe’s publications officer on 9327 8775 or free 
of charge on the website www.worksafe.wa.gov.au (type ‘Working 
safely with forklifts’ into the 'search box).   

Safe movement of vehicles at workplaces 
Vehicles and mobile plant moving in and around workplaces 
cause far too many occupational injuries and deaths in WA. 
Reversing, loading, unloading and pedestrian movements are 
the activities most frequently linked to accidents. 
To avoid incidents, traffic and pedestrian movement needs to be 
designed, planned and controlled. 
Here are some tips for safe movement of vehicles: 
Design traffic routes so they are wide enough for the largest 
vehicle using them. They should be one-way (if possible) and 
have clearly signed traffic instructions. 

• Separate pedestrian footpaths or walkways from traffic or 
make traffic routes wide enough for both vehicles and 
pedestrians. Use pedestrian barriers to prevent people 
walking in front of vehicles. 

• Situate loading bays where vehicles can be manoeuvred easily 
and they are protected from adverse weather conditions. 
Raised loading platforms should be fitted with rails and raised 
wheel stop edges on the non-loading sides, to prevent people, 
forklifts or trolleys rolling over the edge. 

• Mark reversing areas so drivers and pedestrians can see 
them easily. To reduce reversing accidents, place fixed 
mirrors at blind corners. 

• Ensure that people directing traffic wear high-visibility 
clothing and that their signals can be seen clearly. 
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Physical injuries caused by 
forklifts 
 
WorkSafe have recently been investigating reported forklift 
incidents where persons have been physically injured by 
forklifts operating within the workplace.  
 
One incident involved a forklift that was in the process of 
loading up a truck with pallets containing hardware product. 
As the forklift was reversing back on an arc, the forklift 
counter weight knocked down another employee who was 
working on the concrete apron at the warehouse’s dispatch 
area. The forklift operator failed to look over both shoulders 
during the reversing of the forklift. The forklift operator 
assumed no pedestrians would be present where the forklift 
was operating and loading product. 
 
Another incident involved an employee being directly struck by 
the counterweight of a forklift when an item of plant was parked 
in the vicinity where this forklift was operating. As the operator 
of the plant got to the front of his machine, his right leg was 
pinned against the leading edge of the machine by the 
counterweight of the forklift as the forklift operator swung 
around during operation. The forklift operator never saw or 
heard the other machine in the vicinity of where the forklift was 
operating. The forklift operator did not sight the plant operator at 
the front of the machine until he was struck by the 
counterweight of the forklift. 
 
In both these instances the forklift operator failed to properly 
observe the working area behind him before operating the 
forklift, which highlights the need for operator vigilance in all 
workplaces. It also emphasizes the need for an adequate 
traffic management plan in areas where forklifts operate. 

Forklift driver dies in forklift 
accident  
 

A forklift driver was fatally injured at a Balcatta 
Warehouse when the forklift he was driving reversed 
over the edge of a loading dock, dropping a distance of 
1.15 metres landing on its rear, before rolling onto its 
right side. It is not clear whether the injuries sustained by 
the deceased were caused by his head being struck by a 
portion of the forklift or by a gas bottle from the forklift 
which had broken free.  

At the time, the company had three forklifts on-site at 
the warehouse, all with similar foot control pedals and 
compatible operations. One of the forklifts had broken 
down and was considered to be nearing the end of its 
productive life. Therefore replacement forklifts were 
being trialled and assessed so that a decision could 
be made as to which forklift should be purchased. The 
forklift in question was one of those being trialled.  

The forklift was manufactured in Germany and while 
the foot pedal operation differed to what was 
considered normal convention in Australia, it 
represented the normal foot pedal operation in 
Europe.  

The deceased had just finished an instruction session 
on the operation of the forklift when the accident 
occurred. He had begun to unload goods from a truck 
and reversed the forklift away from the truck in an arc, 
carrying three wooden pallets. An eyewitness said he 
had expected the deceased to move forward, but 
instead the forklift appeared to accelerate backwards 
over the edge of the loading dock.  

Safe movement of vehicles  
A fatal injury occurred at a workplace when a truck 
collided with a pedestrian. The incident involved a 
situation in which trucks move frequently from place to 
place in the vehicle yard and often travel in close 
proximity to pedestrian traffic.  

The situation was made worse by blind spots, where 
access to and egress from the buildings opens into a 
vehicle laneway.  

Factors to consider  
• Frequent vehicle movements through laneways and 

into and across parking areas throughout the vehicle 
yard at the workplace;  

• Pedestrian traffic in the close proximity of vehicle traffic;  
• Blind corners in areas where pedestrian 

access/egress opens into a vehicle laneway.  

Incidents involving 
forklifts and other vehicles 

How are workers getting hurt 
The major safety issues using forklifts in warehousing are: 

• co-workers/pedestrians being hit by moving forklifts or 
moving parts of a forklift; 

• co-workers/pedestrians being trapped or caught 
between a moving forklift/moving parts of a forklift and 
stationary object; 

• operators suffering muscular stress due to a 
combination of inappropriate seating, vibration and 
manual handling; 

• operators falling while getting into or out of forklifts; 
• collisions between forklifts and other vehicles or 

stationary objects; and 
• forklift operators and others being hit by falling objects. 
In addition, there is anecdotal evidence to suggest the 
following also cause injuries in the workplace: 
• the operator’s body protruding from the cab and hitting 

an object; and 
• forklifts tipping over. 
 

Regular OSH updates  
Do you want receive regular emails from WorkSafe to keep 
you up to date with changes to occupational safety and health 
in Western Australia, then go to www.worksafe.wa.gov.au 

services mailing lists 
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Slips trips and falls 

Yes, slips and trips can be prevented in workplaces.  Awareness of the common risk factors for slips and trips, coupled with a 
strong management commitment, can result in reduction and prevention of slips and trips incidents. 

Like any other hazard in the workplace, prevention begins with a risk management approach – ie spot the hazard, assess the 
risk and make the changes.  This should be done in full consultation with your staff at each stage.   
Hazards can be identified by reviewing hazard reports and incident reports, talking with your staff and completing walk-throughs 
or workplace inspections to identify potential hazards. 
Assessing the risk involves identifying all of the risk factors that are present that may contribute to the risk of a slip or trip, and 
determining the potential likelihood and consequences of a slip or trip occurring.  Finally, making changes is about implementing 
controls that eliminate or reduce the identified risk factors.  Don’t forget that all-important step of reviewing the solutions after they 
have been put in place to make sure that they are effective, and have not introduced any new hazards to the workplace. 

 

What risk factors contribute to slips and 
trips incidents? 
Slips and trips account for 20% of all lost time injuries every 
year.  They can result in serious injuries and lengthy periods 
of time off work.   

Risk factors that contribute to slips and trips injuries will vary 
according to the type of workplace and work tasks being 
completed. 

Common risk factor categories include: 
• Floor surface & condition  
• Floor contamination  
• Objects on the floor  
• Ability to see floor/ walkways/ hazards  
• Cleaning/ spill containment  
• Space & design  
• Stairs & stepladders  
• Work activities, pace & processes  
• Footwear & clothing  
• Individual factors 

How can I reduce the risk of slips and 
trips in my workplace?    
There are many controls that employers can use to prevent 
slips and trips in the workplace.  Firstly though, it is important 
to complete hazard identification and a risk assessment in 
consultation with your staff.  This will ensure that the right 
control is chosen for the hazards that are relevant in YOUR 
workplace. 

Common controls used in workplaces can be categorised 
according to the hierarchy of controls: 

• Eliminate the hazard - install more power points to 
avoid cords on floor, widen aisles 

• Substitution - resurface floors with ‘less hazardous 
materials’ 

• Isolation - restrict access to some work areas 
• Engineering controls (minimising risk by 

redesign) - improve lighting, mark walkways install 
drainage, use ramps instead of steps 

• Administrative Controls - ensure good 
housekeeping - clean up spills immediately, use 
signs for slippery or wet floors 

• Personal Protective Equipment proper footwear 
 

MANUAL TASKS -  
Problems and solutions 
 
The Code of practice for manual tasks provides practical 
guidance on the identification, assessment and control of risks 
associated with manual tasks at work.  
Manual tasks likely to be a risk to workers' safety and health 
should be identified and assessed in detail to determine the 
nature and the extent of the problems.  
It is important to consult with workers performing the tasks as 
they are likely to be aware of the risk of manual task injuries 
which may be associated with their jobs.  
Risk control means finding solutions to the problems identified.  
The following general problems and suggested solutions are 
examples of how manual handling injuries may be reduced.  

Problems  
Strain injuries may occur when:  
• the load is lifted from the floor, or from below mid-thigh height;  
• reaching above shoulder height when stacking cartons on 

pallets;  
• there is too much twisting and bending when placing 

cartons on a pallet;  
• excessive forward reaching is required when placing 

cartons on the far side of a pallet;  
• the cartons are too heavy when other risk factors, such 

as the number of cartons to be moved or the distance 
moved, are taken into account;  

• the cartons are awkward to grasp due to their size and shape.  

Solutions  
Here are some ideas that may be used to avoid strain injuries.  
The examples provided may need to be used in combination 
with each other. Other risk control strategies, for example 
training, form part of any well thought out solution.  
• eliminate manual handling by using automatic carton 

stacking, vacuum suction, or hydraulic carton stacking;  
• raise the work height, eg. use a platform with automatic 

height adjustment;  
• use scissor platforms or tables;  
• use swivel or tilt platforms;  
• talk to your customers or suppliers about the size, 

shape and weight of cartons and their contents;  
• reduce the weight of the carton;  
• limit the height of the stack of cartons; and  
• where team lifting is necessary, ensure a safe 

procedure is agreed and followed.  Can slips and trips in the workplace 
be prevented? 
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ThinkSafe Small Business
Assistance Program 
If you are a small business owner or manager (employing 
less than 20 full-time employees) and want to make your 
workplace safe, the ThinkSafe Small Business Assistance 
Program can help you. The ThinkSafe Small business 
Assistance Program offers an occupational safety and 
health audit of your business which is: 

• free (up to three hours assistance);  
• easy to obtain;  
• provided by an independent and qualified osh 

consultant; and  
• is a simple process with clear and immediate 

outcomes. 

To apply download and complete the online form from 
www.worksafe.wa.gov.au or telephone 1800 429 273 

  
 

 

How do I use these checklists? 
 
1. Use the checklists in this newsletter to inspect your workplace. You may see other hazards as you are going through – add them 

to the checklist. 
2. Anything that you have ticked ‘No’ or added to the list needs to be fixed. So, look at each hazard using the table below to 

prioritise identified hazards.  
 

Risk rating table – for working out level of risk Use the vertical and horizontal columns to consider both the likelihood of injury or 
harm to health and the consequences to work out the level of risk  

Consequences of any injuries or harm to health Likelihood of injury or 
harm to health 

Insignificant eg no injuries Moderate eg first aid Major eg extensive injuries Catastrophic eg death 

Very likely High Extreme Extreme Extreme 

Likely Moderate High Extreme Extreme 

Moderate Low High Extreme Extreme 

Unlikely Low Moderate High Extreme 

Highly unlikely (rare) Low Moderate High High 
 
Risk assessment is a 'best estimate' on the basis of available information. It is important the responsible person undertaking a risk assessment has 
the necessary information, knowledge and experience of the work environment and work process, or such a person is involved. 
 
3. If the hazard falls into ‘high’ or ‘extreme’, based on your view of how likely it is someone will get hurt and what level of injury 

could happen, then you need to fix it straight away. 
 If it is lower down in the table – moderate or low – then plan when you will fix it.   

 
Remember hazards have to be controlled – you can’t ignore them. 

What is a RISK ASSESSMENT? 
 
The occupational safety and health laws require risk 
assessments to be carried out.   

A risk assessment is the process of determining whether there 
is a risk associated with an identified hazard, that is, whether 
there is any likelihood of injury or harm. The process should 
include consultation with people involved in the task, as well as 
consideration of the, experience and training of the operator, 
individual tasks to be performed and the length of time the 
operator is exposed to the identified hazards. 

Information to help you meet the OSH laws
The WorkSafe website contains a number of publications 
which may assist you in making your workplace a safer 
place. Go to the WorkSafe website 
www.worksafe.wa.gov.au 

Act and regulations 
• Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984 
• Occupational Safety and Health Regulations 1996 

Code of practice 
• Fatigue management for commercial vehicle drivers  
• First aid, workplace amenities and personal protective 

clothing 
• Manual tasks  
• Prevention of falls at workplaces 
• Working hours and risk management guidelines 

Guidance note 
• Alcohol and other drugs at the workplaces 
• Formal consultative processes  
• General duty of care in Western Australian 

workplaces 
• Plant in the workplace 
• Preparing for emergency evacuations at the 

workplace  
• Prevention of carbon monoxide poisoning 
• Provision of information on hazardous substances 

(MSDS) 
• Safe movement of vehicles at workplaces 
• Working alone 
• Working safely with forklifts  
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Checklists 
 

forklifts – pre-operational 
safety checklist

check yes no n/a 

Pre-operational checks are conducted of:    
Roll – over protection is secure    
Falling object protection/load back rest is secure    
Seat is in good condition and secure    
Seat belt or restraint is accessible and not damaged, oily or dirty    
Lights – if used at night work and are aimed correctly (head, tail and warning)    
Steering is smooth and responsive, free of excessive play    
Control levers are labelled, not loose or binding and freely return to neutral     
Horn works    
Reversing alarm (if equipped) works    
LPG gas cylinder and connections in good conditions    
LPG compliance plate    
Warning signs (decals)    
Brakes work and function smoothly without grabbing. No fluid leaks    
Parking brake will hold the forklift on an incline    
Mast is not bent, worn or cracked    
Chains are in good condition    
Tynes are not bent, worn or cracked    
Tynes are easily adjustable    
Hoses are in good condition    
Counterweight is secure    
Tyres are inflated and free of excessive wear or damage. Nuts are tight    
Attachments (if equipped) operate okay and are not damaged    

Forklift body is free of excessive lint, grease or oil    

Materials/ loose objects not stored on forklift    

Engine oil is full and free of leaks (petrol forklifts)    

Hydraulic oil is full and free of leaks     

Radiator is full and free of leaks    

Fuel LEVEL is okay and free of leaks    

Battery connections are tight    

Covers over battery and other hazardous parts are in place and secure    

Turn signal (if equipped) operates smoothly    

Engine runs smooth and quiet without leaks or sparks from the exhaust    

Gauges and instruments are working    

Tilt operates smoothly without excessive drift or ‘chatter’     

Lift and lower operates smoothly    
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forklifts - systems 

safety checklist cont…t
check yes no n/a 
Work is organised for the safety of the operator and others    
Systems are in place at the workplace to ensure ongoing maintenance and 
daily checks of the forklifts.  Maintenance record is complete 

   

Records are kept of alterations, regular inspections and maintenance, 
particularly brakes, steering, hydraulics, tyres. 

   

Operators are 18 years or older    
Operators are trained in accordance with national standards for high risk 
work 

   

Forklift is in good working order, with fittings as required by law    

Capacity chart is legible, applies to forklift, is amended for attachments and 
has detail as per manufacturer’s specifications 

   

Operator’s manual is legible, accessible, applies to forklift and has detail as 
per manufacturer’s specifications 

   

Unless otherwise instructed, keys are not left in unattended forklift to prevent 
unauthorised use 

   

Checks are made of prior to operation:    
 Work surface    
 Loading docks    
 Ramps    
 Signs    
 Hazardous areas    

 

 
traffic management 

safety checklist 

check yes no n/a 

Forklift traffic management hazards are identified    

Systems are in place to assess identified forklift traffic management risks    

Systems are in place to assess identified pedestrian traffic management risks    
Systems are in place to prioritise, select and implement control measures for 
identified forklift traffic management risks    

The hierarchy of controls is applied when selecting and implementing control 
measures for forklift traffic management risks    

The workplace monitors and reviews the effectiveness of the implemented 
control measures for forklift traffic management risks    

Workers are consulted about forklift traffic management related hazards and 
risks    

Training and instruction is provided to workers on forklift traffic management     

Supervision in place to ensure workers follow/comply with forklift traffic 
management procedures    
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load/load handling 

safety checklist 

check yes no n/a 

The workplace has developed and implemented load and load 
handling/shifting procedures    

The hierarchy of controls is applied when developing and implementing 
control measures for methods of securing forklift load/ load handling/shifting 
risks 

   

The workplace monitors and reviews the effectiveness of the implemented 
control measures for forklift load/ load handling/shifting risks      

Workers are consulted about forklift load/ load handling/shifting hazards and 
risks    

Instruction is provided to workers on forklift load/load handling/shifting    

Supervision is in place to ensure workers follow/comply with forklift traffic 
management procedures?    

 
 

Forklifts 

On average there are around 200 injuries and one death involving forklifts each year in Western 
Australia.  Forklift operators must be 18 years or older and a high risk work licence is required. 

A forklift inspection and maintenance program is required to ensure forklifts comply with 
manufacturers recommendations. 

Further guidance on working with forklifts is available on the WorkSafe website.  

This checklist should be used in conjunction with the Commission for Occupational Safety 
and Health Guidance Note – Working safely with forklifts. 
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manual tasks-lifting 

safety checklist 

check yes no n/a 

Manual task hazards are identified     

Systems are in place to assess identified manual tasks    

Systems are in place that prioritise, select and implement control measures 
for manual handling hazards    

The hierarchy of controls is applied when selecting and implementing control 
measures for manual tasks    

The workplace monitors and reviews the effectiveness of the implemented 
control measures for manual tasks    

Workers are consulted about manual task related hazards and risks    

Workers receive training and instruction on manual tasks    

Supervision is in place to ensure workers follow/comply with manual task 
procedures    

 
 
Manual tasks-lifting 
Lifting is the single most common cause of manual task related injury in Western Australia. On average, workers 
with injuries from manual tasks take the longest time to recover and return to work.  

The weight of an object is only one of many factors to consider in avoiding injuries. Other things to take into 
account include: how often and how quickly a task is performed; the age and physical strength of the person; and 
the size and shape of the object.  

Workplace injuries most commonly linked to manual handling include sprains and strains, hernias and damage to 
the back. Injuries can be the result of gradual wear and tear from frequent or prolonged lifting or sudden damage 
from a single lift of something very heavy or awkward. For more information on manual handling issues with 
stacking cartons see page 3 
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slips and trips 

safety checklist 

check yes no n/a 

Training in slips and trips is part of induction     

Information, instruction and training on slip, trip and fall 
hazards has been provided    

Floor surfaces are slip resistant     

Walkways are free of hazards, such as electrical leads and hoses     

There is a “clean as you go” policy to ensure spills are attended to  
immediately     

There are special provisions for slip resistance in wet areas such as bath 
tubs, showers, sinks, hotel/pub bars     

Floor surfaces are maintained and in good condition     

Warning signs are erected near spills     

Pathway accesses to and from work areas are kept free of  
obstacles     

Guard rails or other safety guards are provided on ramps and stairs     

There is adequate lighting    

Appropriate personal protective clothing, such as slip resistant  
footwear, is provided     

There are ramps in areas where the height of floor levels change  
and trolley access is required or where items are carried regularly     

Significant hazards have been identified and assessed     

The assessments have evaluated all the factors that affect the risk    

All practical control measures been implemented and maintained to 
eliminate or reduce risk     

All slips, trips and falls-related incidents been adequately investigated and 
all controls reviewed after accidents occur     

 
Slips, trips and falls 
Slips, trips and falls are a significant problem affecting every workplace, from factory floor to office. 
People who work near wet floors or concrete surfaces face the greatest risk of suffering an injury 
from slipping or tripping.   
Factors that contribute to the risk of slips and trips include:  

•  unstable, loose, or uneven floor surfaces;  
•  obstacles blocking walkways;  
•  slippery floor surfaces from spilt substances, eg. fluid, mud or oil;  
•  types of flooring or surface texture, such as wood, concrete or vinyl;  
•  inadequate lighting; and/or  
•  inadequate footwear.  For more information on reducing slips trips and falls go 

to page 3
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working at heights 
safety checklist 

check yes no n/a 

Where relevant, working at heights is part of induction    

People working at heights have been given information, instruction and 
training     

Workers are supervised to ensure that safe work practices are in place    

Work areas are clear of protruding objects, water, vehicles and people     

Hand rails on stairs are secure and steps are well maintained     

All work areas are free from obstructions     

Walkways, corridors and stairs are free from obstructions     

Ladders are in good condition and are secure and fixed firmly in place     

High ladders have fall-back protection     

Mechanical lifts are safe     

Mezzanine floors have safe access and fall protection, such as handrails     

Fall arrest systems, such as harnesses, are in place     

Safer, alternative ways to do the work have been considered     

Potential existing hazards have been identified    

The risks of anyone falling from heights have been assessed    

Practical steps have been taken to prevent falls    

Alternative ways of carrying out the work have been considered     
 
Working from heights 

In Western Australia, an average of two workers die each year after falling. Most of these falls occur 
from relatively low heights ie. less than 5 metres. A further 5 people are killed by falling objects. 
Many more suffered serious injuries.  

Workers falling from ladders, stairs or scaffolding are typical accidents and the most common types 
of injuries are sprains and strains, fractures and bruising.  
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induction and new workers safety checklist 

check yes no n/a 

Induction and training is provided in relation to emergency/evacuation procedures    

Information and training is provided in relation to hazard and accident reporting    

Safety induction training is provided to new and young workers in relation to hazards 
in the workplace 

   

Information and training in the use, maintenance and storage of personal protective 
equipment (PPE) is provided    

Adequate supervision is in place to ensure that new and young workers are working in 
accordance with safety instructions    

The risk of injury or harm to (young) visitors is reduced by means appropriate for the 
workplace and the type of work activity    

 

other issues safety checklist 

check yes no n/a 
Reportable accidents have been notified to WorkSafe    

Lost time injuries or diseases, accidents and notified hazards have been investigated    

Personal protective equipment is provided without any cost to employees    

 
hazardous substances 

safety checklist 

check yes no n/a 

Where applicable, are hazardous substances controls in place    

 
osh awareness 

safety checklist 

check yes no n/a 

Are you aware of your OHS obligations in respect to manual tasks; traffic 
management; load security; inspection/maintenance, environment 
associated with forklift operations? 
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 ThinkSafe Small Business Assistance Program 
If you are a small business owner or manager (employing less than 20 full-time employees) and want to make your 
workplace safe, the ThinkSafe Small Business Assistance Program can help you. 

The good news is that the help you get is: 
• free (up to three hours assistance);  
• easy to obtain;  
• provided by an independent and qualified OSH consultant; and  
• is a simple process with clear and immediate outcomes. 
 

WorkSafe provides up to three hours of free safety and health advice to eligible small businesses (less than 20 full time 
employees) in the following high-risk industry areas: Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing; Construction; Health and 
Community Services; Manufacturing; Retail and Wholesale; and Transport and Storage. 

WorkSafe will arrange for an independent occupational safety and health consultant to visit your workplace and prepare a 
simple safety action plan. This is a confidential service and the consultant will not report back to WorkSafe on any aspect of 
your business. 

For more information, call WorkSafe on (08) 9327 8850 and 1800 429 273 or visit our website at 
www.worksafe.wa.gov.au 
 
To access this service, please complete the details below and fax or mail the form to: 

WorkSafe Fax: (08) 9321 2148 
PO Box 294 
West Perth WA 6872 

Application form 
 
 Please answer ALL questions.  Please PRINT clearly. 

Australian Business Number (ABN): 

Business / Company Name: 

Trading Name (if different to above): 

Location Address: Post code:  

Postal Address (if different to above): Post code: 

Business Owner:  Contact Person:  

Telephone: (    ) Mobile: 

E-mail: Fax: (    ) 

Industry and nature of business (please provide details so we can match you with an appropriate consultant): 

Is your business independently owned?  00 No  00 Yes   

Is your business a franchise or part of a larger parent organisation?   
                                                                 00 No  00 Yes;  please state the company 
name………………………………….... 

Number of employees:  

As the owner of this small business, I declare that the information provided is both accurate and correct: 
 
Signature: …………………………………………………………  Date: ……………………………………………………. 

 
 PLEASE NOTE:  

1. The OSH consultant will provide you with up to three hours of free advice and meet all travel costs. However, any costs for 
consultation beyond the three-hour limit will need to be met by your business. 

2. WorkSafe does have a legal requirement to respond to complaints and incidents. Employers who are part of the ThinkSafe 
Small Business Assistance Program will not be exempt from this procedure. 

A2332029 


